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EN5001 Romantic Literature  

Module convenor: Dr Sally West (sally.west@chester.ac.uk) 

Working in a time of actual revolution, the writers of the Romantic period were equally revolutionary in their 
approach to literature. We will study a variety of poetry on this module, including work by Blake, 
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats. We will also consider the poetry of less traditionally 
canonical writers, such as John Clare, novels by Jane Austen and Mary Wollstonecraft and drama by Shelley.  

You will need to buy the following texts:  

 Romanticism: An Anthology, ed. Duncan Wu, 4th edn (Malden and Oxford: Blackwell, 2012) (ISBN-
13: 978-1405190756). This is a superb anthology, containing the vast majority of the poetry you will 
need for the module as well as helpful contextual material and suggestions for further reading.  

 William Blake, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, ed. Geoffrey Keynes, Oxford edition (ISBN-13: 978-
0192811677). (NB: this text is in Romanticism: An Anthology, but as part of its effect derives from 
the illustrations, which are not in the anthology, I would strongly advise you to buy this Oxford 
Illustrated edition. Alternatively, you can access the illuminated text via The Blake Archive online at: 
http://www.blakearchive.org/blake/). 

 Mary Wollstonecraft, Mary and The Wrongs of Woman, ed. Gary Kelly (Oxford: OUP, 2009) (ISBN-
13: 978-0199538904). You only need to read The Wrongs of Woman (also known as Maria), although 
feel free to read Mary as well if you wish. Extracts from Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of the Rights 
of Woman will also be studied. If you would like to explore this ahead of the module starting, you 
can access it at: http://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/3420/pg3420.html. 

 Jane Austen, Persuasion, ed. Patricia Meyer Spacks (Norton Critical Edition) (ISBN-13: 978-
0393911534). This edition has a wealth of supplementary contextual and critical material: please 
make use of it. 

Over the summer, in addition to reading the Wollstonecraft, Blake and Austen texts listed above, you should 
read some poetry by Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats in Romanticism: An Anthology. Below 
are some suggestions, but you will be best prepared if you browse freely: 

 Wordsworth: selected poems from Lyrical Ballads 

 Keats’s Odes (‘Grecian Urn’, ‘Melancholy’, ‘Nightingale’) and extracts from his letters 

mailto:sally.west@chester.ac.uk
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 Coleridge’s ‘Kubla Khan’, ‘This Lime-Tree Bower, My Prison’, ‘Dejection: An Ode’ 

 Shelley: ‘Ode to the West Wind’; ‘To a Skylark’. Once term starts, Shelley’s play The Cenci will be 
distributed in a Module Anthology. 

The module will be organised broadly chronologically. Wordsworth, Blake, Coleridge and Wollstonecraft 
will probably be studied before Christmas. 
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EN5002 Victorian Literature 

Module convenor: Dr Melissa Fegan (m.fegan@chester.ac.uk) 

We will be reading a wide range of Victorian literature (novels, poems and plays), and situating these texts 
in their social and historical context. It will give you a very big advantage if you can read as many of the 
novels as possible during the summer – otherwise you may struggle to keep up with the reading during the 
busy year to come, and will not benefit as much as you might from the seminars and lectures. You will need 
copies of the following texts, and ideally in the recommended editions (the Norton Critical Editions contain 
extremely useful contextual and critical material that we may refer to in seminars, and that you will find 
invaluable for your essays, so if possible buy these editions where specified): 

• Emily Brontë, Wuthering Heights, ed. Alexandra Lewis (5th edition) (Norton Critical Edition, 2019: 
ISBN 9780393284997)

• Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland, ed. Donald Gray (3rd edition) (Norton Critical Edition, 2013: ISBN 
9780393932348) [NB: we will be focusing on Through the Looking-Glass, but feel free to read Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland also]

• Charles Dickens, Great Expectations, ed. Edgar Rosenberg (Norton Critical Edition, 1999: ISBN 
9780393960693)

• Elizabeth Gaskell, North and South, ed. Alan Shelston (Norton Critical Edition, 2005: ISBN 
9780393979084)

• Stephen Greenblatt (ed.), The Norton Anthology of English Literature (10th edition), Volume E: The 
Victorian Age (New York and London: W.W. Norton & Co., 2018: ISBN 9780393603064)
[particularly the sections on Alfred Tennyson, Robert Browning, and Christina Rossetti, and Shaw's 
play Mrs Warren's Profession]

• Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D'Urbervilles, eds Simon Gatrell, Juliet Grindle and Penny Boumelha
(Oxford World’s Classics, 2008: ISBN 978019537051)

These are the recommended editions, but if you have already got a good critical edition of these works (i.e. 
one with notes) or an older edition, that should be fine too; there are a limited number of copies in the 
university library also. You can read many of the novels for free online using sites such as Project Gutenberg 
http://www.gutenberg.org/ or Amazon’s Kindle (these online versions will not always be reliable – make 
sure you are quoting from a good critical edition in your essays – and do not contain the critical essays, but 
are a useful way of getting ahead). It would be a really good idea to get on with the novels over the 
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vacation; the first novel we are likely to discuss is Wuthering Heights, and the first poet is Tennyson, so 
make sure you have read those at least before term starts. Enjoy your summer reading! 
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EN5004 The Gothic  

Module convenor: Dr Alex Tankard (a.tankard@chester.ac.uk) 

Key Texts: 

The following are recommended editions of the novels we will be studying. This list will be supplemented at 
the start of the year (by the addition, for example, of some short stories), but it is important that you get 
ahead with as much reading as possible during the vacation: 

 Mary Shelley, Frankenstein, ed. Paul Hunter (Norton Critical Edition) ISBN 978-0-393-92793-1 

 Robert Louis Stevenson, The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, ed. Katherine Linehan (Norton 
Critical Edition) ISBN 978-0-393-97465-2 

 Bram Stoker, Dracula, eds. Nina Auerbach and David J. Skal (Norton Critical Edition) ISBN 978-0-393-
97012-8 

 Anne Rice, Interview with the Vampire (London: Sphere, 2008) 978-0751541977 

 John Ajvide Lindqvist, Let the Right One In (London: Quercus, 2009) ISBN 978-1847248480 

 Stephen King, The Shining (London: Hodder, 2011) ISBN 978-1444720723 

We recommend that you read and make notes on as many of these texts as you can over the summer. 
Particularly in the case of the first three texts on the list we strongly recommend that you buy the specified 
editions – the Norton Critical Editions have been chosen because they contain a wealth of contextual and 
critical material which you will find useful not only in coming to grips with the individual texts but also in 
building your understanding of the Gothic as a whole. This additional material is also often useful in essays. 
Please note that if you choose not to purchase the Norton Frankenstein it is vital that you purchase a text 
containing the 1818 first edition.  There are some key differences between this and the edition which is used 
by a number of publishers. Frankenstein will be the first long text which we study followed by The Strange 
Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, indeed the texts appear here in the order in which we will be studying them. 
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EN5009 Tragedy  

Module Convenor: Raymond Salter (rdsalter@waitrose.com) 

Here is a list of some key texts we will be studying: 

• Seneca, Phaedra, Oedipus, Medea, in Six Tragedies, edited by Emily Wilson (Oxford World’s Classics 

ISBN 978-0192807069) (Phaedra, Oedipus and Medea are the first three plays in the collection, pp. 

1-101.) 

• Virgil, Aeneid Books 1-4 in Virgil Aeneid, translated by Frederick Ahl (Oxford World’s Classics ISBN: 

978-0199231959)  

• William Shakespeare, King Lear (Arden ISBN 978-1903436592)  

• John Milton, Samson Agonistes  (edition to be decided) 

• Mark Twain, The Tragedy of Pudd’nhead Wilson (Oxford World’s Classics ISBN 978- 0199554713)  

• Eugene O'Neill, Long Day’s Journey Into Night (Nick Hern Books ISBN 978- 1854591029)  

We will watch a recent television drama (Unforgiven, 2009) over two seminars, allowing half an hour for 
discussion and comment in each seminar.  

The course will begin with discussion of the nature of tragedy using some extracts from Aristotle’s Poetics. 
(Extracts will be provided). 

The first full texts for study are Seneca’s plays Phaedra, Oedipus, and Medea, so it would be a good idea to 
read these during the summer. We will then move on to the Aeneid and the tragedies of the fall of Troy and 
Dido, Queen of Carthage. We will study the first 4 Books of the Aeneid in which these tragedies occur).  

Seneca’s plays are short and compact. You will find there are at times long speeches which have considerable 
classical allusion. All the information is in Emily Wilson’s notes –but don’t worry about this too much –the 
first important thing is to get the gist of what’s happening, to get some idea of the problems facing the 
characters, to understand their thinking/emotion/passion and the reasons for their decisions and actions. 

You will find there are many speeches, conversations, and descriptions which can be immediately and easily 
understood, expressing clearly and beautifully key elements of the ‘tragedy’ of being human: the conflicts of 
passion and desire, the nature of suffering, the agony of knowledge, the problem of doing good or evil, 
punishment, revenge, the ideas of heroism and monstrosity, the contest between love and war –to name a 
few. Seneca introduces us to all these issues and many more.  

mailto:rdsalter@waitrose.com
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EN5015 Ancient and Modern: Continuities and Contrasts in Medieval and Early 
Modern Literature  

Module Convenor: Raymond Salter (rdsalter@waitrose.com) 

Our aim in this module is to develop an appreciation and understanding of key medieval English texts and 

the medieval way of thinking while at the same time explore the fascinating connections between medieval 

and early / later modern literature concentrating on both continuities and contrasts. We will begin in the 

first seminar by getting ourselves into a medieval frame of mind by discussing some material I will bring. 

You need to buy the following texts:  

 The Canterbury Tales: Fifteen Tales and the General Prologue , ed., V.A.Kolve & Glending Olson, 

2nd edition (Norton Critical Editions) : W.W.Norton, 2005, ISBN: 9780393925876. [ £7.95]  

 William Langland, Piers Plowman, ed., Elizabeth Robertson & Stephen H.A. Shepherd Norton 

Critical Editions) : W.W.Norton, 2006, ISBN: 978 - 0 - 393 - 97559 - 8 [ £9.95]  

 William Langland, The Vision of Piers Plowman , ed., A.V.C Schmidt, London: Dent Everyman. NB: 

this is a second hand book which you will find available on https://www.amazon.co.uk/ and 

https://www.abebooks.co.uk/. There are many cheap editions (from £2.80).  

The Norton Piers Plowman is a translation into modern English and has very valuable important supporting 

critical and contextual material which we will use for other seminars. The Everyman edition provides the 

text of the poem in Middle English with full on - page foot notes and margin glosses, and with translations 

of particular lines which may be obscure  

 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight , ed., Marie Borroff (Norton Critical Editions) : W.W. Norton, 2010 

ISBN 978 - 0 - 393 - 93025 - 2 [ £7.95]  

 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, ed., J.J. Anderson, London: Dent Everyman, 1996.  

This edition gives the Middle English text of the poem together with three other medieval poems, Pearl , 

Cleanness , and Patience . There are very many cheap copies of this available on amazon and abe books (as 

above). Sir Gawain begins at p.167.  

 

file://///vwshares01/shares/english_staff/Reading%20Lists/Reading%20lists%20for%202019-20/rdsalter@waitrose.com
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 John Bunyan, The Pilgrim’s Progress , ed., Cynthia Wall (Norton Critical Editions) W.W. Norton , 

2008 ISBN: 978 - 0 - 393 - 92771 - 9 [ £7.95]  

 William Golding, The Spire , with an introduction by John Mullan: London Faber & Faber, 2013 ISBN 

9780571307821  

HOLIDAY READING: The first text we will study is Chaucer, The General Prologue to the Canterbury Tales 

so you should look at this over the summer holiday. Also look at The Wyf of Bathe’s Prologue and Tale, Sir 

Gawain and the Green Knight (a modern translation at http://alliteration.net/Pearl.htm).  

Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress has two parts – aim to familiarise yourself with Part One. We will also 

look at Renaissance / early modern texts – such as Andrew Marvell’s poem ‘Upon the Hill and Grove at 

Bilbrough’, and, e.g., key extracts from Hamlet – is Shakespeare modern or medieval? Or both?  

Chaucer’s Tales can be found at http://www.librarius.com/cantales.htm ; medieval lyrics at 

http://www.luminarium.org/medlit/lyrics.htm; for images of see Women in Medieval Society at 

https://www.bl.uk/the - middle - ages/articles/women - in - medieval - society and The Middle Ages at 

https://www.bl.uk/the - middle - ages  

(Both British Library sites).  

For emblems see http://www.mun.ca/alciato/index.html, scroll down and click on Whitney’s Choice of 

Emblemes.  

For Middle English texts http://d.lib.rochester.edu/teams  

You will see that there are only seven texts to buy (you need to double up on Piers Plowman and Sir 

Gawain in order to have full access to the original middle English text ) – copies of other texts we will 

study are in the Norton Critical Editions or will be provided by me (such as Marvell). Our course will also 

take a topic approach. Examples of such topics are:  

Allegory & the medieval way of seeing: The World is a Book / Speaking Pictures: The Emblem / The 

medieval way of Life & Death / Preaching & the Pulpit / The idea of Journey/Way/Pilgrimage / Text and 
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Image in the Parish Church – gargoyles and graffiti / Medieval, Renaissance & Modern King Arthurs / 

Medieval Imagery / The Ages of Man Imagery / The Ages of Man 
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EN5016 Alternative Worlds  

Module Convenor: Dr William Stephenson: (w.stephenson@chester.ac.uk) 

Below are listed the set texts for the course.  The plan is to cover them in the order given, so read/watch The 
Word for World is Forest first, then Avatar, then A Game of Thrones, etc. over the summer (though see note 
2 below - A Game of Thrones is over 700 pages).  Please try to obtain the texts in the editions specified (except 
for A Wizard of Earthsea, where any edition is fine).  These editions will be available at the start of term, but 
the earlier you read them, the better.  Re. the film texts: the bookshop on campus will stock the books but 
not the DVDs of Avatar and Game of Thrones, so you’ll need to find / view / download these yourselves.    

 Ursula K. Le Guin, The Word for World is Forest (Gollancz) ISBN 1473205789 

 James Cameron (dir.) Avatar, DVD 

 George R. R. Martin, A Game of Thrones: A Song of Ice and Fire, Book One (Voyager) ISBN 
0007428540 [I've given the full title here.  It is sometimes entitled Game of Thrones] 

 HBO, Game of Thrones (Season One), DVD 

 Philip K. Dick, The Man in the High Castle (Penguin) ISBN 0141186674 

 Ursula K. Le Guin, A Wizard of Earthsea (Puffin) ISBN 0141354917 [This is the one-volume edition.  
You can in fact get any other edition: A Wizard of Earthsea has also been published as part of The 
Earthsea Trilogy, The Earthsea Quartet, Earthsea: The First Four Books, etc.  Any of these will be 
okay and will also give you the later (excellent) books in the Earthsea series as well.  

 David Mitchell, Cloud Atlas (Sceptre) ISBN 0340822783 

 

Note 1: in the case of Cloud Atlas, we are mainly concerned with the central three sections: ‘Sloosha’s 
Crossin’ an’ Ev’rythin’ After’ and the two parts of ‘An Orison of Sonmi ~ 451’.  Read the whole novel, 
preferably over the summer, but concentrate on these. 

Note 2: you need to start the Game of Thrones novel and series early, as they are both long, although they 
are not difficult to watch or read.   

Note 3: I also encourage you to look at the film adaptation of Cloud Atlas, directed by Lilly and Lana 
Wachowski.  This is not essential viewing but may be of interest as we might watch scenes from it in class. 

mailto:w.stephenson@chester.ac.uk
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EN5017 Fiction, Film and Theory  

Module Convenor: Dr Eileen Pollard (e.pollard@chester.ac.uk) 

This module is designed around the idea that by studying theory we gain a deeper understanding, not only 
of literature and film/TV, but also of society, culture, and our place in the world. In order to highlight the 
power of theory to help us achieve this, we will focus on novels and films representing the familiar concepts 
of the home and the family. By the end of the module you will hopefully realise that the things we sometimes 
take for granted as ‘normal’, ‘ordinary’ and ‘straightforward’ can actually be very complicated! Theory helps 
us to make an important intellectual journey, and we will engage with some of the most important and 
influential theorists of the modern era. The theoretical essays we will study can be found in the following 
anthology, which you will need to buy: 

 Julie Rivkin, and Michael Ryan (eds), Literary Theory: An Anthology (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004) 

Please browse through this book over the summer and, if you want to start reading, then the essays by 
Shklovsky, Freud, Bahktin, Marx, Judith Butler and López are useful places to begin. The theoretical essays 
are very challenging; however, you will be given plenty of guidance in seminars (including mini-lectures) to 
help you understand the key concepts and how they can be applied to the novels and films/TV we are 
studying.  

You will also need to buy and read two contemporary novels, both of which consider concepts of home and 
the family in contemporary British contexts: 

 Zadie Smith, NW (Penguin, 2013) 

 Rachel Cusk, Arlington Park (Faber & Faber, 2007) 

We will also apply theory to the following films/TV: 

 Shrek (directors: Vicky Jenson and Andrew Adamson, 2001) 

 Avatar (dir. James Cameron, 2009) 

 The Affair, season one (Paramount Home Entertainment, dirs. Hagai Levi and Sarah Treem, 2014) 

It would be helpful if you watch these films/TV before the module begins and, as you watch, think 
about how they convey ideas of the home, identity and the family. (You don’t need to buy your own 
DVD copies, but most are quite inexpensive if you buy online.) Students who have taken the module 
in the past have said: ‘Favourite module. Enjoy theory a lot. The use of films within the module is great’; 

mailto:e.pollard@chester.ac.uk
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‘Supportive and insightful module. Difficult, challenging subjects become accessible and enjoyable’; ‘Theory 
is interesting. Good comfortable atmosphere’; ‘I enjoyed and engaged with this module’; ‘Well taught, very 
interesting. Challenging, but rewarding, and frequently interactive too’; ‘[Rivkin and Ryan anthology] 
incredibly helpful’ ‘The seminars are always interesting’; ‘The different assignments were interesting and 
helpful’; ‘Good to use films’; ‘Highly informative and useful in all facets of my degree. Teaching style was 
stellar and made the otherwise difficult work accessible’. 
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EN5018 Voices of Dissent: Fictionalising America  

Module Convenors: Dr Sarah Heaton (s.heaton@chester.ac.uk) & Raymond Salter (rdsalter@waitrose.com) 

The module introduces students to the study of American literature by the examination of key authors and 
representative set texts. The module extends students' knowledge of literature in English, complementing 
other level five modules, and broadening students' understanding of the historical, cultural and social context 
of literary production. The module involves the study of a range of American texts, including fiction, prose, 
poetry and drama.  The module will concentrate on a variety of important American writing, considering both 
the context of its production and the influence it has had on American life and thought.  This module will 
offer the opportunity to explore the themes and preoccupations of American literature, and will also place 
them in specifically American historical, social, and ideological contexts.  Students will study, discuss and 
write about American literary texts. The structure of the module will enable students to survey a wide variety 
of texts and will emphasise the cultural and historical contexts in which they were produced. The module will 
also enable students to analyse in detail the formal and generic characteristics of more specific periods, 
authors and genres. The seminars will focus on core set texts (supplemented by additional material as 
appropriate) but will encompass social and literary contexts as well as text-based critical analysis.  Certain 
themes (for example: transcendentalism, cultural independence, the American dream), historical contexts 
(for example: The Civil War, slavery, World War I, the Jazz Age, World War II, the Cold War), and styles (for 
example: allegory, local colour, free verse, American Gothic) will be examined in relation to the literary texts. 

Key Texts: 

 Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter (Oxford World’s Classics) 

 Zane Grey, Riders of the Purple Sage (Oxford World’s Classics) 

 Henry James, Daisy Miller (Penguin) 

 Edith Wharton, Ethan Frome (Penguin) 

 F.Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby (Penguin Modern Classics) 

 Truman Capote, Breakfast at Tiffany’s (Penguin) 

 Saul Bellow, Herzog (Penguin Modern Classics) 

There will be additional short stories and poetry that will be distributed to you in the first few sessions.  

 

mailto:s.heaton@chester.ac.uk
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